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It is quite fascinating to observe that people from all around the world like to pay visit to the golf
clubs in the United Kingdom because this game is much popular in the country. As such, the
unmatched popularity of British golf has been attracting the visitors who like to have the experience
of playing the game at wide spread golf driving range with highly sophisticated facilities and natural
greenery. Although, you might a golf club in the next corner of our locality, but the fully automated
teeing system is easy to be to found at Dudley. Half Penny Green is one such golf club which was
previously a 60 acre farming field, in the Dudley region. The owner of this farm was himself
interested in the game of golf, which was the only reason that he converted his agricultural land into
a top class golf club. Gradually, the golf club owner started adopting technical advancements in
order to make visible improvements in his dream venture. This helped him to earn appreciation from
the newer and existing members who thoroughly enjoyed their clubhouse golf experience with Half
Penny Green.

In the current times, there are number of golf clubs that claims to provide the best services, lowest
membership fee and various other things. However, it is always advisable to find complete
information about the golf club before becoming its member. You should not hesitate to seek the
advice of the people who have already joined the club, because they will be the best people to tell
you the real experience they had with that clubhouse golf, so far.  Now, if you are going to join the
game to enjoy it in the real sense, then it would be a great experience to play on the golf driving
range that is supported with fully automated power-tee system that helps relaxing the players,
because they will not to required to bend several times during the game to replace the new ball.
Interestingly, the golfers can use the automated teeing system to load the balls into a mat, that is
specially designed in such a manner that that the balls will appear automatically from the ground
after every shot.

The ease with which the golfers can play the game with technically advanced teeing system has
compelled Harbans Singh Chatha, the owner of Half Penny Green to include the power-tee system
for his golf driving range, so as to provide better clubhouse golf to the golfers, in the days to come.
Hopefully, the entire process of making all such changes will be completed by April, this year.
People associated with one of the finest golf clubs in Dudley have been anticipating the reaction of
its members, when they will play on the hi-fi golf driving range. It is true that Half Penny Green have
always to provide family atmosphere to its members, and has taken care of the fact that people
come to clubhouse golf to relax themselves, and have complete fun time. Thus, they have always
tried to add modern facilities and balance it with natural greenery, so that the members get a feel of
modern and traditional environment at the same time.
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Halfpenny Green - About Author:
The article is written by a golf enthusiast who likes to speak about a clubhouse golf, and his
experience with the best a golf clubs in the UK. Here he describes the a golf driving range available
at Half Penny Green golf club at Dudley.
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